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Abstract

P. Herrmann et al. proposed a method based on page layout
features [3]. H. Peng et al. proposed a method based on the
sizes and positions of component block list in document image [4]. D. Doermann et al. also proposed a duplicate image
detection algorithm [5]. The algorithm extracts a representative text line in a document image, and then extracts a signature from this text line by character shape coding. More
recently, S. Lu, L. Li and C.L. Tan proposed an algorithm
using word shape coding [6].
Besides shape structure, there exist some other approaches. C. Wang et al. proposed a Chinese document
image retrieval method based on the proportion of the foreground pixel area in character bounding box area [7]. H.
Liu et al. proposed a method using the foreground density distribution feature and key block feature [1]. They
try to combine the global and local information by using
local foreground density distribution and key blocks. J.J.
Hull proposed a distortion-invariant descriptor based on the
lengths of consecutive words. It achieved accurate retrieval
results in a fast speed with Hashing techniques [8].
The mentioned approaches achieve good performances
on some document image databases. However, the local
features such as character, character shape and word shape
largely depend on the quality of input document images. It
is hard to successfully extract these features in low resolution and distorted images. Global features like page layout
is robust to image resolution and image distortion but it can
not distinguish the documents with similar page layout and
different content, which is a serious drawback in practice.
J.J. Hull’s method [8] is robust but it needs character segmentation which is still sensitive to image resolution and
noise.
To overcome the challenges of low resolution, different
languages, distortion, incompleteness and N-up, we propose a novel document retrieval algorithm based on the
local feature sequences. Our approach can give high distinctive retrieval result without character segmentation and
word shape analysis. Beyond a single matching score,
our approach can locate the correspondence parts between
query image and retrieved images word by word.
In Section 2, starting from the analysis of document im-

In recent years, many document image retrieval algorithms have been proposed. However, most of the current
approaches either need good quality images or depend on
the page layout structure. This paper presents a fast, accurate and OCR-free image retrieval algorithm using local
feature sequences which can describe the intrinsic, unique
and page-layout-free characteristics of document images.
With a simple preprocessing step, the local feature sequences can be extracted without print-core detection and
image registration. Then an efficient coarse-to-fine common
substring matching strategy is applied to do local feature
sequences matching. Beyond a single matching score, this
approach can locate the matched parts word by word. It
well handles the challenges including low resolution, different language, rotation and incompleteness and N-up. The
encouraging experiment results on a large scale document
image database show the retrieval outputs are sufficient
good to be used directly as document image identification
results.

1. Introduction
With the progress of office automation and digital image
processing, document image retrieval techniques are largely
developed in recent years. The aim of document image retrieval is try to pursuit the identical or similar document images in a database for query document image. The existing approaches can be divided into two categories, optical
character recognition(OCR) based algorithms [2] and image
feature based algorithms. While the state-of-art OCR technology can produce very accurate results, the sensitiveness
to image resolution, heavy computation cost and language
dependency limit its applications.
Different from OCR-based methods, image feature
based algorithms focus on the image information instead
of text information. These algorithms try to analysis the
global or local layout structure for different document images and estimate the similarity among them. For example,
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age characteristics,the local feature sequences(LFS) is introduced. In Section 3, a document image retrieval method
using local feature sequences is proposed. We evaluate
the new method on a large scale document image database
which has variations of image rotation, resolution, distortion, incompleteness and N-up. The experiment results are
presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.

Figure 1. Original Document Image

2. Local Feature Sequences
Figure 2. Extracted Text Lines

Efficient document image features are essential for document image retrieval. A sound feature should have the
good properties of uniqueness, robustness and efficiency.
The uniqueness provides the feature with strong discriminative ability. The robustness prevents the feature from losing
reliability under image variations. The storage and computation efficiency are necessary for real-time applications.
For document image, local feature has good uniqueness
but lack of reliability and global feature has good reliability but lack of uniqueness. So middle level features can
balance this trade-off. We transform the whole document
image into a single local feature sequence. Special local
feature can be designed for different types of document image and different applications. For Latin-based document
image, we define the feature as the proportion of length between adjacent words which has good properties mentioned
above. We mainly concentrate on the Latin-based document
image, and Asian-based document will be discussed separately.

Figure 3. Segmented Words
length is set to W/200 pixel. With RLSA, text line patches
can be extracted from original binarized image.
Then, each text line patch are segmented into several
word patches. Consider the image as a matrix I with element of {0,1}. In this paper, the text pixels are 1 and background pixels is 0.
Firstly I is projected onto horizontal axis
H
by defining Pj = i=1 Iij , (j = 1, . . . , W ). Then we find
all zero value segments set S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , SN }. Each
segment Sk consists of several continuous zero projection
points
Sk
k

2.1. Preprocessing

= {Ps , Ps+1 , . . . , Pt }
= 1, . . . , N, 1 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ W

(1)

The scanned document images often contain skew and
suffer from degradations such as scanned noise and low
contrast. To extract the feature properly, firstly we use a
mean filter with size of 3x3 to smoothen the input images.
And the smoothed images are binarized by Ostu Algorithm
[9]. Isolated black pixels can be removed by connected
component analysis. Then we use the algorithm described
in [10] to estimate the skewed angle.

The average length
N of all segments in S can be calculated by S̄ = N1
k=1 |Sk |. Update P by setting the element in Sk to 1 if condition |Sk | < S̄, k = 1, . . . , N
holds. Then we can find all non-zero value segments Z =
{Z1 , Z2 , . . . , ZM }. These segments indicate the position
of each word in the image. A typical processing of layout
analysis, text line extraction and word segmentation are illustrated in Figure 1,2,3 respectively.

2.2. Layout Analysis

2.3. Local Feature Sequence

Many algorithms have been proposed for document image layout analysis. In our approach, only text line segmentation is needed since the retrieval results are page-layoutfree. We select the simple run length smoothing algorithm
(RLSA) [11] to do layout analysis. And the run-length parameters are not so sensitive to final results. Suppose the
width and height of input image is W and H. In our experiment we set run-length (W/20, H/20) for horizontal and
vertical respectively. The additional horizontal smoothing

One document image has rich hierarchical structure of
paragraphs, sentences, words, characters and pixels. OCRbased and character shape based methods work on the characters level. Since these methods are sensitive to low resolution. It’s natural to go upper level for more robust features.
In [8], J.J. Hull proposed a document equivalence detection
method based on word lengths. They estimated the count
of character in each word and extracted features by concatenating the lengths of M adjacent words. Good results
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and fast speed were achieved. But character segmentation
needs high quality image which is a drawback in practice.
We proposed a different approach which avoids character
segmentation while achieving more accurate results.

3.1. Local Feature Sequence Matching
Different from the vector-based feature representations,
we use sequence-based representation for the whole document image. Document is naturally a word sequence so this
representation is reasonable. The only problem remained
is how to compare two feature sequences. Fortunately there
exist linear time algorithms to solve this problem efficiently.
Sequence matching is a classical problem which has
been deeply understood. Common subsequence matching
is widely applied in bioinformatics. Inspired by its big success, we use common subsequence matching algorithm to
do document image comparison. The common subsequence
matching problem has continuous and discontinuous version. In this paper, we chose the continuous version.
There are two solutions to perform common substring
matching. One is dynamic programming (DP). It is simple
and can do approximate matching. But this approach has
an O(N 2 ) time complexity which is not feasible in large
scale applications. Another solution is suffix tree. P. Weiner
and E. Ukkonen proposed the linear time construction algorithms for suffix tree [12],[13] respectively. It has a time
complexity of O(N ) and makes a powerful tool for solving
string matching problems. But suffix tree can not do approximate matching. To combine the advantage of DP and
suffix tree, we use a coarse-to-fine strategy. Rough matching is performed by suffix tree, the retrieved candidate images are further finely compared by DP. This strategy makes
the retrieval process extremely fast while keeping high accuracy.
The feature value in the local feature sequence y is float
number. For applying suffix tree, quantization is needed.
We simply map these float numbers into an integer set
{0, 1, . . . , H}. In which the largest element H can be considered as a free parameter to control the error tolerance
for matching. A smaller H will produce a coarser matching than a larger one. In our experiment, we set H = 64.
This quantization mapping makes the feature can tolerate
some words segmentation error. On the other hand, for few
words, the mapping from float number to integer number
will loss accuracy which is caused by hard cut on integer
boundaries. Since only coarse matching results are needed
and usually one document has hundreds of words, this step
will not effect the final recall rate of suffix tree seriously.

2.3.1 Local Feature Representation
Different from J.J. Hull’s method [8], we calculate the word
length by pixels instead of character count. And the whole
image is represented as a single feature sequence instead of
a big descriptor set. This approach is more robust to image
resolution, more accurate for retrieval, more economic on
storage while keeping real-time retrieval speed.
For Latin-based document images, word length is a simple geometry feature. With certain traveling order, all
words in a document can be coded as a length sequence
x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } in which xi is the length of ith word,
N is the words number. But x can not be applied directly
for document image retrieval since word length is not scaleinvariant. It is trivial to find a scale-invariant representation
from x by defining a new sequence of proportion of word
length
y
yi

= {y1 , y2 , . . . , yN −1 }
xi+1
=
, (i = 1, . . . , N − 1)
xi

(2)

The sequence y is resolution independent. Obviously, it
captures the local structures of adjacent words.
2.3.2 Local Feature Sequence Analysis
The word length is a simple and stable feature which is not
sensitive to image quality. And good uniqueness can be derived from the word length sequence x. With the assumption
of that the words in a document image is randomly selected
in a fixed vocabulary, and consider xi as a random variable, then x becomes a random sequence of word length.
Suppose the width of each character is constant and generally Latin-word has a length from 1 to 15. Then the length
proportion between two words yi exists (152 − 14) = 211
combinations. Therefore the occurrence probability of one
combination is 1/211. And the occurrence probability for
an adjacent word sequence with length of L is (1/211)L. If
L = 10, it is approximately 5.7×10−24. So, the occurrence
probability for two documents sharing the same feature sequence with length L is about (5.7×10−24 )2 ≈ 3.3×10−47 .
This indicates such feature sequence has very high uniqueness. Although our estimation is too ideal, the word usage
in Latin language is not completely random and there exists
special distribution for certain words, phases and sentences.
So there exists the case that different word sequences may
share the same length sequence. But this coincidence only
happens when L is small. If L is large enough this coincidence will be vanished.

3.2. Document Image Retrieval
The document image retrieval system can be implemented though the techniques discussed above. Suppose we have a document image set {I1 , I2 , . . . , IN }
to be registered. Then the local feature sequence set
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Y = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YN } and the coded version S =
{S1 , S2 , . . . , SN } can be extracted for each document image. We can build a suffix tree noted as STi for each sequence Si in linear time. Then given a query document image I ∗ , its local feature sequence Y ∗ and coded local feature sequence S ∗ can be calculated. To find the common
subsequences between query image and registered images,
we search the substring of S ∗ in each suffix tree STi which
is defined as C(S ∗ , STi ) = {ci1 , ci2 , . . . , ciK }. Note that
different word sequences might produce same word length
sequence, for removing this coincidence we just count the
common subsequence with length larger than a threshold L.
The initial matching score is defined as
K


F (S ∗ , STi ) =

|cij |

Table 1. Retrieval Precision and False Alarm
Threshold L
5
7
9

Top 1
0.9954
0.9899
0.9634

Top 3
0.9954
0.9899
0.9634

Top 5
0.9954
0.9899
0.9634

False Alarm
(2/1000)
(0/1000)
(0/1000)

Table 2. Average Retrieval Speed per Word
Threshold L
5
7
9

(3)

Coarse Search
0.75 ms
0.72 ms
0.72 ms

Fine Search
11.99 ms
0.14 ms
0.01 ms

Total
12.74 ms
0.86 ms
0.73 ms

j=1,|cij |>L

We send all Si which satisfies F (S ∗ , Si ) > 0 to DP
matcher. DP matcher will re-calculate the approximate
common substring among Y ∗ and Yi noted as C̃(Y ∗ , Yi ) =
{c̃i1 , c̃i2 , . . . , c̃iK }. The approximate matching rule is defined as

true, |x−y|
|x| ≤ 
Equal(x, y) =
(4)
|x−y|
f alse,
|x| > 

to π/6), resolution (from 75 dpi to 300 dpi), color (binaryscale, gray, color), layout (combination of text, figure, table)
and noise. We firstly scanned 5090 document images which
are full of above variations. To test the robustness of layout
change, we collected additional 3000 document images by
operations include removing some text parts, exchanging
the positions of whole paragraphs or sentences and merging
several images together to simulate 2up or 4up scanning. In
the same way, we re-scanned 5579 original document images as testing set in which 4579 images is identical to registered images. And other 1000 images have no common
parts with registered images are used to test the false alarm.

In which  is a small positive real number. We set  = 0.1
in our experiments. Similar to Formula (4) we can get the
candidate list sorted by the matching score F (Y ∗ , Yi ) =
K
j=1,|c̃ij |>L |c̃ij | in which threshold L is set to the same
value as coarse suffix tree search.

4.2. Results and Analysis

3.3. Asian-based Document Image

The precision is defined as the recall rate of top K retrieved result. The false alarm is defined as the error rate
of top 1 retrieved result. In this experiment, only Latin language documents are evaluated. All experiments were run
R CoreTM Duo 2.0GHz and 2GB memon a PC with Intel
ory. The retrieval accuracy is shown in Table 1. We can
see our approach get high precision and extremely low false
alarm. The accuracy decreased slightly with L increasing.
And Top 1 result is the same as Top 5 result. This indicates
the local feature sequences have very strong discriminative
ability. scores is shown in Figure 6. The top line means total word count of query image. A big gap exists in related
documents and unrelated documents. The matching score is
beyond the concept of similarity. Identification can be determined directly based on the matching score. The strong
robustness to low resolution and the invariant to page layout
change can be illustrated by Figure 4 and 5. The matched
parts are marked by rectangles. In the low resolution query
image patch, we cropped several sentences and change the

For Asian-based document images in which the word
lengths are constant, other kinds of local feature should be
extracted to describe the local structure. Similar to [7], we
can use the proportion of foreground area in a word bounding box as the local feature. With the same logic described
for Latin-based document images, we can form a sequence
x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } in which xi is the proportion of foreground area for ith word. It can be applied directly for document image retrieval since xi is scale-invariant.

4. Experiments and Analysis
4.1. Data Preparation
To prove our approach, we developed a document image
retrieval system and evaluated it on a large scale document
image database which contains different 8090 document
images with variations of rotation (randomly from −π/6
349

substring matching. The word length feature sequence captures the essential local structure of Latin-based document
image and has nearly perfect uniqueness among large scale
database. The experiment results show our approach has
good performance under the challenges of low resolution,
rotation, incompleteness and N-up. The retrieval outputs
are sufficient good to be used directly as document image
identification results. Further study will evaluate the performance of local feature sequences on Asian-based documents.

Figure 4. Query Image Patch (75dpi)
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